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ABSTRACT

Analog to Digital Conversion is a process in which analog signal is changed into digital signal without changing its contents. A low power, low delay and a high speed analog to digital convertor uses clocked regenerative comparators for the reduction in Delay and Power. In this paper Transient analysis on the delay of clocked regenerative comparators is presented. Technology used for the simulation process is 180nm which shows reduced delay time up to 30% in Conventional Double Tail Comparator i.e. 2.9088e-009 sec. at 0.8V.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Comparator is a circuit that compares an analog signal (voltage) with another analog voltage or reference voltage and outputs a binary signal based on the comparison.

Figure 1 (a): Schematic of Comparator

Figure 1 (b): Ideal voltage transfer characteristic of comparator.

Figure 1.1(a) shows the schematic symbol of the comparator and 1.1 (b) shows its ideal transfer characteristics. Vp is the input voltage (Pulse voltage) applied to the positive input terminal of comparator and Vn is the reference voltage (constant DC voltage) applied to the negative terminal of Comparator. Now if Vp, the input of the comparator is at a greater potential than the Vn, the reference voltage, then the output of the comparator is a logic 1, where as if the Vp is at a potential less than the Vn, the output of the comparator is at logic 0.

If Vp > Vn, then Vo= logic 1.
If Vp < Vn, then Vo= logic 0.

In UDSM (Ultradeep Submicrometer) CMOS Technologies, Analog circuit have the drawback of low power supply voltage when threshold voltage of devices have not been decreased at the same rate as the supply voltage of Modern CMOS processes. So it is very difficult to design a comparator when supply voltage is small. To overcome from this problem a large amount of transistors are needed to design high speed comparator which in turn increase the die area and power.

The basic comparator consists of three blocks as shown in Figure 1(c): below.

Figure 1(c): Block diagram of Comparator

This design consists of three stages; the first stage is the preamplifier, followed by a positive feedback or decision stage, and an output buffer. The preamplifier stage amplifies the input signal to improve the comparator sensitivity i.e. It increases the input signal by which the comparator can make a decision and isolates the input of the comparator from switching noise which comes from the decision stage.
stage. This is used to determine which of the input signals is large. The output buffer amplifies this information and gives a digital output signal.

II. CLOCKED REGENERATIVE COMPARATORS

Clocked regenerative comparators have found wide applications in many high-speed ADCs since they can make fast decisions due to the strong positive feedback in the regenerative latch. Conventional Dynamic Comparator and Double tail conventional dynamic comparator are discussed below.

A. Conventional Dynamic Comparator

The schematic diagram of the conventional dynamic comparator widely used in A/D converters, with high input impedance, rail-to-rail output swing, and no static power consumption is shown in Fig. 2(a).

During the reset phase when CLK = 0 and Mtail Transistor is off, reset transistors (P1–P4) pull both output nodes Outn and Outp to VDD to define a start condition and to have a valid logical level during reset. It is also called as the Precharge phase. During the comparison phase, when CLK = VDD, transistors P1 and P4 are off, and Mtail is on. Output voltages (Outp, Outn), which had been pre-charged to VDD, start to discharge with different discharging rates depending on the corresponding input voltage (INN/INP).

Assuming the case where VINP > VINN, Outp discharges faster than Outn, hence when Outp (discharged by transistor N4 drain current), falls down to VDD−|Vthp| before Outn (discharged by transistor N1 drain current), the corresponding pmos transistor (P2) will turn on initiating the latch regeneration caused by back-to-back inverters (N2, P2 and N3, P3). Thus, Outn pulls to VDD and Outp discharges to ground.

Figure 2 (a): Schematic of the Conventional Comparator

If VINP < VINN Outn discharges faster than Outp, hence when Outn (discharged by transistor N1 drain current), falls down to VDD−|Vthp| before Outp (discharged by transistor N4 drain current), the corresponding pmos transistor (P3) will turn on
initiating the latch regeneration caused by back-to-back inverters (N3, P3 and N2, P2). Thus, Outp pulls to VDD and Outn discharges to ground.

B. Double tail conventional dynamic comparator

A conventional double-tail comparator is shown in Fig. 2(b). This topology has less stacking and therefore can operate at lower supply voltages compared to the conventional dynamic comparator. During reset phase (CLK = 0, Mtail1, and Mtail2 are off), transistors M3-M4 pre-charge fn and fp nodes to VDD, which in turn causes transistors MR1 and MR2 to discharge the output nodes to ground. It is also called as precharge phase.

During decision-making phase (CLK = VDD, Mtail1 and Mtail2 turn on), M3-M4 turn off and voltages at nodes fn and fp start to drop with the rate defined by \( \text{intail1/Cfn(p)} \) and on top of this, an input-dependent differential voltage \( _V\text{fn(p)} \) will build up. The intermediate stage formed by MR1 and MR2 passes \( _V\text{fn(p)} \) to the crosscoupled inverters and also provides a good shielding between input and output, resulting in reduced value of power and delay.

Figure 2 (b): Schematic of the Conventional Double Tail Comparator
III. Result and analysis

A. Conventional Dynamic Comparator

As shown in the figure 5(a) when clk=0 then both Outp and Outn precharged to Vdd and when clk=1 the Outp and Outn depends on the input we provide as Inn and Inp. As we can see when Inp > Inn, Outp will discharge faster than Outn. When Inn > Inp, Outn will discharge faster than Outp.

![Figure 3 (a): Waveform of the Conventional Comparator](image1)

POWER ESTIMATION:
- Conventional Dynamic Comparator: 4.07e-006 watts
- DELAY:
  - Conventional Dynamic Comparator = 7.2970e-009 sec.

B. Double tail conventional dynamic comparator

As shown in the figure 5(b) when clk=0 then both fp and fn precharged to Vdd and when clk=1 the fn and fp depends on the input we provide as Inn and Inp. As we can see when Inp > Inn, fn will discharge faster than fp. When Inn > Inp, fp will discharge faster than fn.

![Figure 3 (b): Waveform of the Conventional Double Tail Comparator](image2)

POWER ESTIMATION:
- Conventional Double tail comparator: 4.83e-006 watts
- DELAY:
  - Conventional Double tail comparator = 2.9088e-009 sec.

IV. CONCLUSION

By comparing the performance of the double tail comparator with previous works, Delay is decreased around 31% as compared to conventional dynamic comparator. Each circuit was simulated in SPICE Environment. Technology used is 180nm technology with VDD=0.8V as supply voltage.
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